
Before you begin, read these instructions and check to be sure all parts and tools are accounted for. Please retain 
these installation instructions for future reference and part ordering information.

P/N 2634469
CLIP IN STAKEBACK KIT

Application  
 GEM e2, e4 and e6 Models

-1-

This Kit Includes:
Qty  Part Description    Part Number
  1  Clip In Stake Bed Assembly  2634469
  1  Instructions     9924805

IMPORTANT:  For your safety, and to ensure a satisfactory installation, perform all installation steps 
correctly in the sequence as shown on the attached instructions. Please wear safety glasses while 
performing the steps in the following instructions.
FEATURES AND CONTROLS:

WARNING!  Never carry a passenger on or in a rear accessory back. Do not overload an accessory back or 
the vehicle GVWR. Refer to vehicle owner’s manual for details.

NOTICE:  Use only Polaris GEM-approved rear accessories. Others may cause damage to the locking system 
or vehicle.

Rear Accessory Backs:

To Install the Accessory Backs:

To Remove the Accessory Backs:

1. Install the desired accessory back onto the mounting brackets (round pockets).
2. Secure the safety strap.
3. Push the accessory back forward to engage the dual latches. Make sure you hear two clicks, one for each 

latch engagement. Test to ensure the latches are secure. If not secure, repeat this step.

CAUTION!  Keep the rear latch in a locked position when operating or transporting the vehicle. The rear 
accessory could fall and cause injury if the safety strap is not used.

4. Always lock the release handle with the ignition key after changing accessory backs.

1. Remove the contents of the installed rear accessory back.
2. Ensure that the safety strap is secured.

CAUTION!  Before releasing the rear latch, always ensure the safety strap is secure. The rear back can fall 
suddenly and cause injury or damage to the vehicle if the safety strap is not secured.

3. Firmly grasp the installed back to prevent it from tipping or falling.
4. Use the ignition key to unlock the latch release handle.

TIP:  There is a separate key for the TrunkBack™ cover lock.

5. Rotate the release handle to release the dual latches

6. Remove the safety strap and carefully remove the existing accessory back.
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